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Abstract. Most animals have significant be hayvioral e xpertise bu'il t in without having to explicitly learn it all front scratch. This expertise is a product of'
evolution of thle organismi: it can be viewed as a verv long teriii formi of learning which provide., i t trittiredsvstevi wit hini which ioW vidiuls ight learn
mnore specialized skills or abilities. This paper suggrests, one possible ieclanuin for ariakt-on s robot evolution. bv describing a carefully designed series
of net works, each one being a strict augmientation of the previous one, which
conro a ixlegged walking inciecapable (if walking over roug
eri
and tollowing a person passively sensed in the infrared spectruml. As the comlpletely decentralized net work-, are augmiented. the robot's lperlortiance and
behavior repet nire lenonst rably inmpro ye. The rationale for such deinonst rations is that they inay provide a hint as to the requirements for automatically
building miassive networks to carry out comnplex sensory-miotor tasks. The experiiments with an actual robot ensure that an essence of reality is mnaintained
and that no critical disabling problems have heen ignored.
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littroduction
In earlier work. [1), [2], we have demoinst rated comrplex control svstenis for
mobile robots built from completelv dist ribuited net works of augmented finite
state machines. In this paper we dlemonstrate that these techniques can he
used to incrementally bufild complex svsterrrs inrtegrating relatively large nituuhers of sensory inputs and large numbers of actuator outputs. Each step in1
the construction is purely incremental. butt nevertheless along thle way viable
control systrems are left at each st ep. before the( next little piece of' net work is
added. Addit ional we leironst rate ho'w coi tplox behiaviors. siich ais walking.
Car t emerge Iroti a net work (it rat her itiiiiI n-tlye,
I
Iii 1t .1rt rai conro l.
This conitradicts vagupe hyp~otlieses inale tot the conit rv (luring thre stl]%
uit' o
insect walking je.g. [3]. pa'ge 1 12).

The Subsuinption Architecture
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At arit architectiural level, tire robot's control

is expressed as at eries of' lavers, each specif'ving a behavior pattern For

the robot, and each Inmplermented ats a network of inessage passing augmented
finite state machines. The network carl be thought of as an explicit wiring
dliagraml connected outputs of some machines to inputs of others with wires
that can transinit messages. In the implementation of the architecture on the
walking robot the messages are limited to S bit,,.
Each augmented finite state machine (AESNM). figure 1. has a et- of registers and a set of timers, or alarm clocks . connected to a conventional finite
state machine which can control a comibinatorial network fed by' the registers. Registers can be written by attac'hing input wires to them and sending
messages fromt other mrachines. Th ii-sae
got writ ten into them replacing
anv existing contents. IThe arrival ol' a riressage. or thre expiratioit1 of a ifttler.
can trigger a change of st at~e in the in terir fiite state rmachine. inite state
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A series of layers of such machines can be augmented by adding new
machines and connecting them into the existing network in the ways shown
in figure 1. New inputs can be connected to existing registers, which might
previously have contained a constant. New machines can inhibit existing outputs or suppress existing inputs, by being attached as side-taps to existing
wires (figure 1, circled i'). When a message arrives on an inhibitory side-tap
no messages can travel along the existing wire for some short time period.
To maintain inhibition there must be a continuous flow of messages along the
new wire. (In previous versions of the subsumption architecture[l] explicit,
long, time periods had to be specified for inhibition or suppression with single
shot messages. Recent work has suggested this better approach [4).) When
a message arrives on a suppressing side-tap (figure 1, circled 's'), again no
messages are allowed to flow from the original source for some small time
period, but now the suppressing message is gated through and it niasquerades as having come from the original source. Again, a continuous supply of
suppressing messages is required to maintain control of a side-tapped wire.
One last mechanism for merging two wires is called defaulting (indicated in
wiring diagrams by a circled 'd'). This is just like the suppression case. except
that the original wire, rather than the new side-tapping wire. is able to wrest
control of messages sent to the destination.
All clocks in a subsuniption system have approximately the same tick
period (0.04 seconds on the walking robot), but neither they nor messages are
synchronous. The fastest possible rate of sending messages along a wire is one
per clock tick. The time periods used for both inibition and suppression are
two clock ticks. Thus, a side-tapping wire with messages being sent at the
maximum rate can maintain control of its host wire.

The Networks and Emergent Behaviors
The six legged robot is shown in figure 2. We refer to the motors on each leg
as an a motor (for advance) which swings the leg back and forth, and a/3
motor (for balance) which lifts the leg up and down.
Figure 3 shows a network of 57 augmented finite state machines which was
built incrementally and can be run incrementally by selectively deactivating
later AFSMs. The AFSMs without bands on top are repeated six times,
once for each leg. The ASFMs with solid bands are unique and comprise
the only central coitrol in making the robot walk, steer and follow targets.
The ASFMs with striped bands are duplicated twice each and are specific to
particular legs.
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Figuire 2. The six legged robot is about 35cni long, has a leg span of 25cm. and
atat ed at a hidader Jolint
wil approxiwat e[ I Kg. Each leg4 i-l rig'id an1d I is
with two degrees of rotational freedom, dIri veni bv two ort ho-ganallv momi0t ed model
airlllat po~itionm cout rollable ervo) muotor,. An error igtial llae beeni tapped mumo
the int ernal servo circuit rv to provide cr ude force measuireruen t (5 hits, incl nug
sign) onl each axis. when the leg is not in mlot ion arouind that axi,. Other senlsors
are two front whiskers, two four bit incliiioniter.s (plitchl amnd roll), and ix forward
looking passive pyroelectric infrared sen~sors. [The senlsors have approxiniatelv ti
degrees angular resolution aild are arranged over a 45 degree -.pall. T[here are four
onboard 8 bit microprocessors linked bv a 62.5Kbaud token rinug. The total tnellory
tisage of the robot is abouit lKbY'tes of RANI and lOKhvtes of EPROM. Three
silver-zinc batteries fit between the legs to make the robot totally self contained.

The complete network can be btmilt incrementally by adding AESMs to an

existing network producing a numiber of viable robot Conrtrol systems itemi-ized
below. All additions are strictly adlditive with no need to change any existing
structure. Figure 4 shows a partially constructed version of' the network.
I Standup.

Ile situplest. level of competence for the rohot is achieved

with just two AE'S'Vs per leg, alphma pos and le la pos. The.se two miachines
use a register to hold at set p~osit ion for the oi anld i iotors resp~ectively
and ensure that the motors are sent those posit ion--.
for the registers are such that onl power ip
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or forward swing of all six legs, treating straight oiit as zero. forwardl as
p)ositive and backward as negative. It sumis thiese six values and~ send(s ot
a single identical message to all six alpiha pos machines. which. depending
onte sign of the itim is either will, or an incremnent or decrement to the
current o posit ion of each leg. The alipha balace miachine Samples thle
leg posit ions at a relatively high rate. Thils if one leg happ[ensl to move
forward for some reason, all legs will receive a series of miessages to riiove
backward slight ly.
Next, the (alphaI (/(Iancc ASF.%I is added for each leg. Whenever it
riot ices that tihe leg is raised (by mon it oring til, oillplit of tilie hf ta pos
nitahiie ) it lorces thle leg forward by srjj:s.gthle
signial corning fromn
the global alphai inla fli( machine. Thi I s. if a leg i', raised for ,omie reason
it reflexively sii
forward, arid all toher l'i wliig hick watri li-hit v to
C(rHljwiira#

(witice

that thet for%%ard

1-

kiv,~
l4 iil

'vfii

receive'

le backward tiessage dtie to the siippression oft hat signial ).Now a tifthf
ASF\. lip lfy trigger is added for each leg which can issuie at coriiniand to
lift ;t 14-- 1)%sii presilig tlie onlra i sfrw ii thle /I/ d
tou', in acliine. It has
one register which nijonitor-s tie cii rrenu Sot
I
(it'othe leg". \Vln I is
,1E% ri, ;iti

a Irigg er niessage is re( (6-, d lit

a;ecn

regiter. it enisures

hat the conitents; of* an initially couistant thbird register, are sent to the
1/ fii pjws miachrine to lift the leg.
WVit h this comtbinat ion of' local leg specific ninacltines and at single niiachinle tIrving to globally coordinate thle stint of the (k posit ion of all legs.

the robot can very nearly walk. If' an tip leg Iriggcr machine receives a
trigger rmessage it lifts its associated leg. which triggers a reflex to swing
it toward, and then the appropriate leg down machine wvill pull the leg
dlown. At the same time all the other legs still on the ground (those not
busY moving forward) will swing backwards, moving the robot fowards.
The final piece of the puzzle is to add a single AFSNI which sequences
walking by sending trigger messages in some appropriate p~attern to each
of the six lip leg trigger machines. We have uised two versions of this
machine, both of which complete a gait cycle once every 2.4 seconds.
One machine produces the well known alternating tripod [5], by sending
siniultanieous lift triggers to triples of legs every' 1.2 seconds. The other
produces the standard back to front ripp~le gait by sending a trigger nmessage to a different leg every 0.4 seconds. Other gaits are possible by
sitmplle stbstitut ion of this machine. Thie machine walks with this network. buit is insensitive to the terrain over which it is walking and tends
to roll and pit ch excessively as it walks over obstacles. Thie complete
ntt wo%,rk f,,r III;
Minipl,, type of' walkirig is showti in figiire I.

*
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3 Force balancing. A simple minded way to cotipen state for rough terrain is to monitor the force on each leg a, it is placed on the ground and
back off if it rises beyond some threshold. The rationale is that if a leg is
being placed down on an obstacle it will have to roll or pitch) the body
of the robot in order for the leg .3 angle to reach its preset value, increasing the load on the miotor. [or each leg a htta force machine is added
which monitors the .3 motor forces, discarding high readings coning from
servo errors during free space swinging, and a bta balanct machine which
sends out lift up messages whenever the force is too high. It includes a
small deadband where it sends out zero move messages which trickle down
throngh a defaulting switch on the up Ify tIt.gY( v to event ally suppress
the ly down reflex. This is a form of ctive compliance which has a numher of known problems on walking nachines [5]. On a standard obstacle
comre (a single 7*centimeter high ohstacle on a plane) this new machine
significantly reduced the standard deviation, over a 12 second period, of
the readings from onboari 4 bit itch and roll inclinometers. Each inclinomneter had a 35 degree range. The standard deviation of the pitch
inclinometer fell from 3.592 to 2.325. The standard deviation of the roll
inclinomiieter fell from 0.;21 to 0.451. See figure 5 for details.

4 Leg lifting. There is a tradeoff between how high each leg is lifted
and overall walking speed. But low leg lifts limrit the height of obstacles
which can be easily scaled. An eighth AFSM for each leg compensates for
this by measuring the force on the forward swing (n) mrotor as it swings
forward and writing the height register in the up Ikg triyggr at a higher
value setting up for a higher lift of the leg on the next step cycle of that
leg. The up Itg trigger resets this value after the next step.
5 Whiskers. In order to anticipate obstacles better, rather than waiting
until the front legs are rammed against them, each of two whiskers is
monitored by a feeler machine and the lift of the the left and right front
legs is appropriately upped for the next step cycle.

0

6 Pitch stabilization. The simple force balancing strategy above is by no
means perfect. In particular in high pitch situations the rear or front legs
(depending on the direction of pitch) are heavily loaded and so tend to be
lifted slightly causing the robot to sag and increase the pitch even more.
Therefore one forward pitch and one backu'ard pitch AFSM are added to
monitor high pitch conditions on the pitch inclinometer and to inhibit
the local beta balance machine output in the appropriate circurnstances.
The pitch standard deviation over the 12 second test reduces to 1.921
with this improvemnent while the roll standard deviation stays around
the aine at 0. 15,. .\gain
figuire 5.
fv
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Figure 5. The robot was set walking acros;s a plane wit ha a single .5cm ihigh obstacle.
Fhe graph', aove record lhe mua,urc, pitch during three trial, each fbr a luration
of 1'2 econds. The middle of the ranve of each grat)h corrcspodls to a level bodv.
I'lie tipper trace correspoids to simple walkinm with no force feedback. Ilie middle
trace corre-ponds to walking with tile bth hthMl t machine included. The lower
trace correponds to the walkinv maiiiie witll h,'ta haie ce, inhibited ill highl pitch
sit tat iot,. Ile standard deviat ions for t he three trials are displayed at he right.

7 Prowling. Two additional AFSNls can be added so that the robot only
bothers to walk when there is something moving nearby. The IR sensors
machine monitors an array of six forward looking pyro-electric infrared
sensors and sends an activity message to the prowl machine when it detects motion. The prowl machine usually inhibits the leg lifting trigger
niessagos from the twalk machine excent for a little while after infrared
activity is noticed. Thus the robot sits still until a person, say, walks by,
and then it moves forward a little.
8 Steered prowling. The single itfer AFSM takes note of the predomfinant direction, if any. of the infrared activity and writes into a register in
each alpha pos machine for legs on that side of the robot, specifying the
rear swinging stop position of the leg. This gets reset on every stepping
cycle of the leg, so the stecr machine must constantly refresh it in order
to reduce the leg's backswing and force the robot to turn in the direction
of the activity. With this single additional machine the robot is able to
t',l,,wv invin-g

cihojit,

iwh ,

a -lw walking person.

*
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Conclusion

This exercise in synthetic neuro-,'
,
has successfully derzionst rated a
number of things. at least in the robot domain. All these demonstrations
depend on the imianner in which the networks were built incrementally from
augmented finite state machines.

"

Robust v.-:,king behaviors can be produced by a (list ributed system with
very linfited central coordination. In particular much of the sensorymotor integration which goe, on can happen within local asynchronous
units. This has relevance. in the 6;rii of an existence proof, to the debate
on the central versus peripheral control of motion [7] and in particular
in the domain of insect walking [3].

"

Higher level behaviors (stch i, following people) can be integrated into a
system which controls lower level behaviors, such as leg lifting and force
balancing. in a completely seamless way. There is no need to postulate
qlualitativelv different 4orts of struictures for different levels of behaviors
and no need lo I)4stilate unique forms of network interconnect to integrate higher level behavior.,.

0

Coherent macro behaviors can arise from many independent micro behaviors. For instance, the robot fbllowing people works even though most of
the effort is being done by independent circuits driving legs, and these circuits are getting only very indirect pieces of information from the higher
levels, and none of this conununication refers at all to the task in hand
(or foot).

*

There is no need to postulate a central repository for sensor fusion to feed
into. Conflict resolution tends to happen more at the motor command
level, rather than the sensor or perception level.

As a last observation, there are a few straight-forward engineering improvements which could be made to the current robot which should improve its
performance markedly. The first is to add true position sensors to each motor
that are accessible to the subsuinrption architecture. Currently it relies on
a knowledge of nio- recently conunanded positions of motors where (especially on rough terrain) this may not correspond well to the actual positions
of motors. Secondly, true force sensing, using strain guages. would give much
more rehable force readings than the rather indirect methid we use at the
moment which is to coarsely tinie the switching time of the motor current as
,l1-erniimi
by a blihil iii
;uuiig p,,-itiou sterwo vsteu , tc h i niitbi or.
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